
PROVINCE/TERRITORY
Administrative Contact

Confirmation of Provincial
Hunter Education Course
Certification

COMMENTS Sample of Hunter Education Course Certificate

Prince Edward Island Must produce a “green card”;
also known as a Hunting
Safety Certificate which has
the letter, “T” at the end of the
Master Number.

Only those who the complete a
course get the card.
Grandfathering provisions
allowed a person to receive a
card without doing a course.
These cards have an “N” at the
end of the Master Number

NOVA SCOTIA A Firearm Safety Card which
specifically says”… is Trained
to use a Firearm…”, and/or a
Card which has a “T” at the
end of the Master Number.
Also a Wildlife Resource Card
with a Course Code of “HT”

Grandfathering provisions
allowed some people to get a
“Card” without doing course.
These cards say “…is
Qualified to use…” or have an
“A” or a “Q” at the end of the
Master Number.
Also a Wildlife Resource Card
with a Course Code of “HQ”.

NEW BRUNSWICK A Conservation Education
Card Coded with “FH” or a
Hunter Ed. Card.

Only persons completing a
course get the card.



QUEBEC A Permanent Card (or
Certificate or letter from
Quebec Ministry. They may
also have their Quebec card
with a red and white
Permanent sticker in the top
right hand corner.

Only persons completing a
course get the card.

The permanent sticker is used
in leiu of paying for a new
card.

ONTARIO An Ontario Outdoor Card with
a hunting endorsement if
D.O.B. is after 1954.

If D.O.B. is before 1954, it is
recommended that the
applicant provide a
confirmation of completion of
Hunter Education Course or
test. (ie. In the form of a letter
from the Ontario M.N.R.F.).

H1 stands for gun hunting
accreditation (gun or bow) but
do not necessarily mean
they’ve taken a course if born
before 1954.

Formal Hunter Education
began in 1968. Those who
hunted previous to this were
grandfathered and were issued
cards same as those who did
the course.

Brown and green hunting
outdoors card are in circulation
and will replace the turkey
graphic card at the completion
of the expiry cycle.

MANITOBA Only a wallet sized Hunter Ed.
Certificate or letter from DNR
Manitoba



SASKATCHEWAN Diploma or wallet card from
Saskatchewan Environment
and Resource Management.
May also be a S.A.F.E. card,
indicating completion of
course.

Only those graduates receive
cards. Anyone born before
January 1, 1971 does not have
to provide proof of hunter
safety to purchase tags or
habitat in Saskatchewan.

ALBERTA

A.H.E.I.A.
#88, 4003 98 Street
Edmonton, AB T6E 6M8
Phone: 780-466-6682
Fax: 780-431-2871

Diploma or wallet card
indicating completion of
Conservation Education
Program or letter from Alberta
Government indicating same.

The WIN is s card needed in
Alberta to purchase hunting,
fishing, guiding and trapping
licences. Anyone can purchase
a WIN card but to hunt they
must have hunter eligibility
and proof of hunter education.
The WIN card however does
not have any special
identification # or sign to show
they have hunter eligibility.
However, if they try to
purchase a hunting licence of
any kind and they don’t have
eligibility to hunt it rejects the
application.

BRITISH COLUMBIA Any numbered “CORE”
graduate certificate or wallet
card, or a letter from the
Ministry’s Fish and Wildlife
Branch, or the BC Wildlife
Federation confirming
successful completion of
hunter safety course. BC also
accepts official document from
Province or State confirming

Hunter Number Card itself is
not necessarily proof of hunter
education in 1982 all those
who held a hunting licence
were grandfathered. For a 10
year period BC allowed people
to swear on an affidavit that
they completed hunter safety
training or that they held a big
game hunting licence in
another state of province and



successful completion of
hunter safety course.

we grandfathered them in as
well. As of 1991 the only way
to get a BC hunter number
card was to show actual proof
of hunter safety training.

Newfoundland and Labrador
Wildlife Division
Box 2007
Corner Brook, NL
A2H 7S1
P 709 637-2006
E jackiewheeler@gov.nl.ca

Outdoor Identification Card
with code “H” confirms
completion of provincial
hunter education training
requirements. Card issued to
residents only and must be
carried while hunting. Letter
issued by NL Wildlife
Division may also be used to
confirm hunter education
course training credentials for
persons moving to another
jurisdiction.

New residents moving to NL
must transfer hunter education
credentials to receive OIC and
apply for resident hunting
licences. OIC also issued with
course code “F” and confirms
completion of Canadian
Firearms Safety Course within
NL only.

YUKON
Department of Environment
Conservation Officer Services
Box 2703 (V-18)
Whitehorse, Yukon
Y1A 2C6

P 867-667-8005
E sylvia.bailey@gov.yk.ca

Paper certificate or paper
wallet card prior to 2012. After
2012, plastic certification card
or letter from Hunter
Education Coordinator

Only Yukon Residents born
after April 1, 1987 are required
to provide proof of Hunter
Education in order to obtain a
hunting licence.

mailto:jackiewheeler@gov.nl.ca
mailto:sylvia.bailey@gov.yk.ca


NUNAVUT & NWT N/A


